MEMO:

How to Build an
FMCG Brand with
a Great Purpose*

*Not that one, FFS

HUMANS
H AV E M A S T E R E D
THEIR PURPOSE:

N

inja level mastery, in
fact. Surviving - we’re
great at it. And bar some
extraordinary diversions; the
A-bomb, a Chinese bat and
e-scooters, we’ve largely
avoided unsurviving.

Turns out dying is a bad day for
the species and with threat everpresent it’s led the evolution of
our brains, minds and bodies
into extraordinary areas - ahead
of reproduction, even. And whilst
survival may not be our sole
reason for being, it’s taken up
more intellectual capital than
anything else in human history.

Meagre ingredients work
insanely well; air, drink, food
and sleep are enough because
they support our two principle
operating modes:
1) fight or flight
2) rest and digest
The former concerned with not
being dead, the latter recovery.
Indeed, sophisticated
mechanisms have developed to
achieve our purpose of survival.
Chemically - an adrenaline
function to help our energy
systems when things get racy.
Physically - a rib cage to
protect our vital organs if shit
goes sideways.
Behaviourally - sitting or lying
down instinctively knowing rest
is vital.

Cognitively – a whole world of bat-shit-clever stuff
that we’ll sum up as System 1 and System 2 thinking.
That which stops us falling off a ladder at the
weekend and dying while painting the house
so we can get on with our epidemiology and
make a vaccine on Monday.
Whilst our quick dance through Darwinism is
far from complete, the gist is hopefully there or
thereabouts. Survival is our ‘purpose’ and we’re
fucking good at it. It’s clear why we do what we
do, what we need to do it and the North Star from
which everything else cascades: Living.

S U RV I VA L I S OU R ‘ PU R P O S E ’
A N D W E’R E F UCK ING GOOD AT I T.

But FMCG brands?
Yeah, not so much…

Brands appear to have
unmastered their real
purposes, uncoupled their
reason-for-being and in the
process become distracted
from their primary objective.

LET’S UNBAKE THIS IN
FOR A MOMENT…
You used to know where you
stood with a brand. Their offer
was simple; whitest wash,
healthiest teeth, closest shave,
quickest mash, smoothest juice,
chocolatiest chocolate, etcetera.

A brand's purpose was simple:

what are we
promising to accomplish
for the buyer?
And then in the grand hierarchy
of democratic markets, all
businesses had to decide
was whether to be at the top,
bottom or somewhere in
the middle, deploying the
relevant human and financial
capital accordingly.

Capital
wizardry...
Success, generally speaking, was therefore
a result of the quantum of capital employed
and the requisite wizardry to sell its products
profitably, repeatedly and sustainably.
A bit neanderthal admittedly, but fairly solid
for about 100 years. Conceptually, a business
identified a need, made something to fulfil it
sold it, made cash, drank cocktails on the beach.
And there’s been a bunch of stuff that’s
expedited this; the Industrial Revolution,
air travel, computerisation of stock trading,
TV and the internet. There’s also been a bunch
of arse that’s slowed progress; the Great Depression
and a couple of wars, for example, did little for
demand and consumerism.

That said, demand and consumerism
exploded as the world ‘got richer’ and
with it a sophisticated supply-side
policy to keep the beast fed.

Insert Marketing.
The discipline.
One heady mix of economics,
psychology, sociology, and sales.
And thanks to founding fathers take a bow Rosser Reeves, Kotler,
Bernbach, Ray Kroc, Henry Ford
to name a few - we were soon
up and running, shaping
demand and supply, revelling
in the successes and ignoring
the failures.

And yes, in an increasingly
competitive market, a brand’s
purpose now needed the full
wash and wax of differentiation
and positioning. And yes, after
everyone duh-scovered that
smoking wasn’t actually the
elixir of health it had been
purported to be, the concept
of brand trust became a thing.
But marketers and their NPD
departments were still operating
under the general notion that
their job was to find new ways to
create, communicate and deliver
value to their target markets.

But let’s not
start sucking
each other’s
saucy bits just yet.
Just when it appears the marketing
discipline is established, along
comes some other snake oil
formulation with which to grease
the Emperor’s new proverbials.
The marketing curve now looks
more like a politician’s polygraph
result, the sector’s capacity to
reinvent itself like a virus - only
seemingly less effective with
every genetic mutation.

WHICH BRINGS US TO BRAND PURPOSE,
O R M O R E P O I N T E D LY , T H E L A C K O F I T …

The origins of Brand
Purpose 3.0 - aka
‘The Betterverse’ are a little boggy.
Let’s just broad-brush and say
sometime in the mid 90’s it reached
a fulcrum. Global warming became a
thing, Mr. Sinek started talking about
‘Why’. Some other dude reported on
his own report that the most successful
Fortune 500 companies had purpose.

Q

uite soon Brand
Purpose became the
catch-all term for
‘doing good’, the new
standard by which most things
would be governed. Everything
got rolled up into it, from
child labour, ice caps and
rainforests to diversity,
electrification
and organic,
nothing was
spared in the
search for
meaning. That
these problems
could be ‘solved’ by the
mass production of more stuff
was an irony seemingly lost on
the world.

All of which made it like a 1920’s
goldrush for the marketing lot.
Brands couldn’t
help themselves.
Their tits were
spinning faster
than a two-dollar
saloon girl’s. Brand
Purpose was the new
sheriff in town.
Tactical campaigns came
first; trees, palm oil and
plastics began to surface in
comms materials.

High on its own supply, the
strategy cowboys rode into town
– you could spot them a mile off,
all guns no blazing.
Not content with the fireworks
created by the momentum of
cause-led communications,
brands doubled down, they
wanted to stand for these things
in their own right and redefine
their very reason for being.
A single worldview that was
henceforth, “good is good”.
Mushroom latte, anyone?

Nobody could escape
the shithousery….
Blackrock would only invest if
your brogues were made from
bark, Pepsi was suddenly selling
world peace, Unilever put some
fish in its logo, BP started talking
environment, Ben & Jerry’s took
a stand on Israel while Lush
Cosmetics really lost the plot by
talking about the dodgy doings
of undercover policing.

FROM BUSINESS

Yep, the world of brand
management went bonkers.
From business-to-bullshit
in about 10 years.
We moved from a brand’s
Purpose being competitively
specific and relevant to its
audience’s ‘consumption’
requirements, to it being a
generic, misty-eyed, unrelatable
world of bollocks in tension
with its actual reason for being.

TO BULLSHIT

That’s not to say “good isn’t good” – heaven knows
that the planet and its people could use a leg-up
at the minute – but the vulgarity with which
Purpose has largely been tacked-on to
many brands’ architectures, alongside
their entitled executions, is trite at
best and bad for business at worst.

The business of
brands
wa s
q u i c k l y
b e i n g
forgotten.

Assuming a brand’s objectives are commercial, its
strategy should be demand-led and reciprocitydriven, allowing the execution to focus on scarcity
and fulfilment.
Logic dictates that the further away a brand
gets from this, the more difficult it’s gonna be
for customers to, prima facie, understand what
they’re on about.
And therein lies the problem. If you’re known for
mangrove swamps rather than the soft, ageless
skin your product delivers, the writing’s on the wall.
Your business resources have slowly sleepwalked
and are drowning in the Ganges Delta, instead of
marching toward the requirements of growing
the P&L.
Within 5-10 years you’ve lost all sight of the land
you once called your own.

Instead, you’re chasing a cause
that has 9/10ths of fuck all to
do with your profitable promise
of making a 57-year-old dinner lady from Blackburn
feel like she’s about to turn her face into that of a
porcelain Aphrodite.

And it’s this contention that Fund Manager Terry Smith
was taking exception to in his take down of Unilever’s
poor commercial performance, his ire most notable
when he said he’d rather they

“focus on the fundamentals of business
performance rather than the purpose of
Hellmann’s Mayonnaise”.
Go Terry.
And while there’s much nuance in the finer points of
the argument (principally long-term brand building vs
short-term sales performance), there’s much to be
admired in his simplicity and disdain.

Purpose doesn’t
necessarily
drive preference.

At this juncture some readers
may be bouncing up and down,
nether bits banging like
clackers, shouting, “Who
gives a toss what 57-year old
dinner ladies think? They’re
practically dead to us. What
about Millennials, the Purpose
Generation? Or Generation Z?
To use your somewhat looseygoosey Darwin analogy, isn’t this
a case of ‘adapt or die’?”.

Research has clearly shown
they want “values, not a
value proposition”.
Erm. Maybe.
Yep, Millennials appear to have
a preference for Purpose. But
what right-minded individual
says they don’t want businesses
to focus on social or ethical
issues? What budding sociopath
confesses they do want their
teabreak chocolate bar to be
part-made by child slaves in
Indonesian palm oil refineries?

2%
GO ON TO
DO SO IRL

70%
SAY THEY’D
PAY M O R E F O R
A FREETRADE
ORGANIC APPLE

These are the same Millennials
who eviscerated PepsiCo R&D
team’s efforts to launch entirely
compostable packaging for
SunChips, an eco-friendly
move that would reduce both
landfill and litter, because wait for it - the bags were a
‘bit too crinkly sounding’.
Research has also shown that
70% of people say they’d be
prepared to pay more for a
Freetrade organic apple,
but only 2% go on to do so.

“People don’t think
how they feel, they
don’t say what they
think and
they
don’t
do what
they say”.

The point is not to bash
Millennials but to highlight,
as Ogilvy so rightly said,
“People don’t think how they
feel, they don’t say what they
think and they don’t do what
they say”
“Okay, what about Dove? Surely
the success of their Campaign
for Real Beauty demonstrates
you can have your purpose cake,
eat it, and not have to worry if it
makes your thighs a bit dimply?”
Absolutely. But that was a
conspicuous proposition
built on genuine insight that
supported the unmet needs
of its consumers.

What it wasn’t was some wishy-washy,
woke-washed, wank-fest thought up in the
car on the way to the brand planning session.

Retrograde,
retrofit,
rhetoric
bollocks
won’t cut it.

As Patagonia’s Alex Weller said,

“ Yo u c a n’ t r e v e r s e
into Purpose.”
Greenwashing doesn’t wash.
Just ask all the ‘environmentally
friendly’ brands who’ve faced
lawsuits from green campaigners
in recent years.
And even genuine purposedriven marketing can still
take a shit on its own doorstep.

SEE EXHIBIT A:
The mighty Dove’s major misstep
with their ‘real body shaped
bottles’ – pulled before they
even got near to shelf,
because, er, everybody
knows how big their
ass is, they don’t need
their supposedly
empowering shower
gel to remind them
of it every morning.

In a post-Covid, post-Brexit era, now is
not the time to be making costly mistakes
with your NPD.
With ever-growing retail power and
ever-shrinking shelf space, delists are
happening faster than you can say
“who fancies dodo for dinner?”

Of course your latest product
should be sustainable/eco-friendly/
carbon-neutral/not an asshat.
(delete as applicable).
The point, and it bears repeating, is that
‘to Purpose, or not to Purpose?’ can only be
decided by answering the question...
‘ D O E S I T P A S S S T R A T E G I C
MUSTER TO DO SO?’
And yet the impunity with which purpose
continues to be bandied around in FMCG-land,
NPD included, feels about as strategic as your
mom’s shopping list.

D

espite what the
cultural headwinds
may be whistling,
building a brand fit for
purpose doesn’t mean building
one around Purpose. And if you
practise Purpose, it doesn’t
mean you have to promote on it.
It seems brands have much
to learn from the way human
beans organise and deal with
Purpose: an evolutionary-grade
focus, clear resource allocation
centred on the musts rather
than the nice-to-haves and
an early warning system to
detect the threatening sound of
jangling spurs when they appear
on the horizon.

So to help FMCG
R&Ders, NPDers
and Innonvators
avoid the brand
wankery of marketing’s
latest iteration of Purpose,
we’ve pulled together five
thoughts on how you can
get back to basics.

01 //
Great FMCG brands put the consumer,
not the product, first during NPD.
As the Brand Book of Genesis
goes: And lo, in the beginning
the NPD dude did look upon
the ever-so-slightly-differentflavoured instant noodles he had
created, and he thought that it
was good enough.
Sub-brands, brand extensions
and lazy licensed products
get trotted out with alarming
alacrity, with deluded marketing
teams anticipating they’ll attract
the kind of religious fervour
Christ’s second coming on
TikTok might.
Until they don’t.

Campaigns with minor
innovations and product lines
extensions at the heart of them
perform worse than those that
feature no NPD at all. Perhaps
if we ditched the creationist
dogma for a sec, turned ourselves
outside-in and thought more
about the big problems that need
solving through a genuinely
market-oriented approach, new
products would do better.

80%

Great leaps require a degree of
faith in the science of marketing.
With the correct application,
marketing thinking and action
must be let off the lead more to
explore, innovate and transform.
Let’s not confuse Innovation with
tech’s ‘fail fast’ bullshit – we’re in
different industries.

But let’s use 2022’s new energy
and permission to go against
the grain a little more. Try new
things. Break the mould. And
remember that extinction is a
real and present danger for any
number of brands who stop
thinking about why they’re the
natural selection to meet their
customers’ needs.

of FMCG products still fail

02 //
Great FMCG brands make
specific choices to stop
them appealing to everyone.
Natural Selection should be,
well, selective. It favours those
who choose bedfellows that will
enhance the likelihood of their
offspring’s survival. Anything else
is bad for genetic business.
Segmentation, targeting,
positioning and proposition
-done well- will mean a whole
bunch of people won’t want to
get into bed with you. Know this
is okay, revel in the wastage this
will remove and celebrate the
focus and clarity this will afford
the actions that follow; specificity
in distribution targets, pricing,
messaging and communications
will make the management of the
brand and subsequent choices
that need to be made a whole
lot simpler.

And from those you’re aiming at
- they’ll reward your specificity
with their wallet.
Any good proposition polarises
people. For all the haters there’ll
be lovers. So don’t fear missing
out -it’s tiresome, demeaning
and displays about as much
of a grasp of marketing’s first
principles as one of Sir Sugar’s
wannabes. Not everyone is for
everything - in brands as it is in
mating rituals.

Race to the...

03 //
Great FMCG brands
engineer-in distinction
and differentiation.
Clones aren’t competitive,
yet most new products and
services are cookie-cutters
of each other, replicant brands
that look, sound and smell the
same. Bread, clothes, law firms,
enterprise software companies,
holiday operators, banks - every
sector is swimming in an echo
chamber of itself. Benchmarked
to the point of banality, they’re
like peppered moths, blending
into their surroundings.

When brands’ associated values,
experiences and delivery become
interchangeable in consumers’
minds they’re left with only one
way to spot the difference: price.
After all that ‘marketing work’,
price is the way most consumers
choose a brand.
How depressing.
Focus instead on a binary
drive to understand how your
latest product can be unique
strategically, and then spend
the same time and effort on the
market-facing proposition.

...b
o
At the very least ask yourself if
your latest innovation is the truly
distinctive and differentiated
darling you think it is, because
for every unique new baby born
into the birthing pool of brands
(and there does seem to be
one every minute), there’s also
invariably a turd that everyone’s
doing their level best to ignore.
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04 //
Great FMCG brands invest in long-term
brand building and spend on short-term
sales activity.
Securing shelf space and running
a retailer-dictated shopper
campaign might get you over an
initial hurdle rate, but it’s seldom
enough to stave off yellow sticker
status on the discontinued bay in
the long-term.
Recognise this shit takes time.

A successful brand grows
penetration and share ahead
of the competition. Businesses
with brands - as opposed to
products, names or labels should invest strategically in
long-term brand building for
lasting profitability and tactically
in investments that supports
the short-term sales cycle.
One doesn’t replace the other.

Proportionality is required, but it
must be an ‘and’ vs ‘or’ discussion.
(Read Benet & Field for some great stuff on this).

The simple laws of economic
scarcity, price elasticity and
profitability require a business
to be dealing in something
that’s exceptional.
This isn’t the work of a moment,
and the market needs different
reasons at different times to
build this out.

So, avoid anything that promises
a quick fix and focus on why
your X is worth paying more
for than theirs.

05 //
Great FMCG
brands exist
to make cash,
not save Johnny
Polar Bear.
Let’s face it. If us marketers
wanted to have a truly
positive impact on the
planet, we could shut
up shop and encourage
people to get back to
growing their own.
Why make Green Cuisine,
when you can cut out the
middle-manufacturer and
just let them eat veg instead?
The inconvenient truth is
we’re worshipping at the altar of
consumerism, no matter how
much our consciences might
wish it were otherwise.

When you think of a brand, don’t be
ashamed to think of it instead as a
mechanism by which to create value.
Something that has the capacity to
generate EBITDA. The curation and
deployment of resources, executed
into a market where consumers
can get their hands on it in exchange
for cash.
Creating demand and generating
sales by sticking to its knitting is
therefore its primary purpose. Its
success judged on its ability to
build a sustainable balance
sheet having earnt a place in
people’s lives.
Marketing is the owner
of brands; the ‘governor’.
A master and puppet
relationship where decisions
about NPD should be
made across the piste
(insert 4P’s) which, done
properly, stops them
going too far out of their
lane. And sure,
if it can do these things in
a way that means we’re not all
going to melt like candles in an
environmental apocalypse of our
own making, all the better.

So, next time you‘re in the same
postcode as the words Brand
and Purpose remember both
must be strategically driven
rather than being soft, shortterm slap-ons to sail around the
Galapagos with.

A brand’s purpose
is to not die.
A brand’s ability to thrive is akin
to the battle all species face dependent on its fitness within
a competitive set, how well
adapted it is to its trading
environment and its ability to
make best-use of the limited
resources at its disposal.
As such, it behoves FMCG
marketers to stop wanking on
about the intrinsic nice-to-haves
that muddy the water and get
back to the principles of brand
growth. Their survival depends
on it.

NOKAMO Consulting exists to grow
clients’ market share and their P&Ls
through better strategic marketing
– in theory and application.
Experts in brand positioning and
propositions for mid-sized companies,
we create new brands and transform
ones that are creaking a little.
We practice what we preach;
the work we produce will sacrifice,
polarise and agitate the market. Paradigm
shifts will be made, competitor’s noses will
be bloodied and as a consequence the
balance sheet will grow.

So, if you’re interested in a conversation
about building a brand with purpose*,
please call...

Ian Humphris
FOUNDER/CEO

ian.h@nokamo.com

07788 727 381

*Not that one, FFS.
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